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real time fleet tracking for 

logistics solution provider
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Our client is a solution provider for companies that manage a fleet 
of vehicles or assets. They also provide devices with GPS 
capabilities that can track fleet real-time. Client is located in Ann 
Arbor, MI, USA. The Client provides an existing web application for 
their customers to use to manage and view their fleets.

Data Streaming: The client could at a time, only 
collect very limited amount of information in 
their existing system. Their server could only 
serve specific range of data from archive. This 
didn’t enable real time fleet tracking.

Data Analysis: Also, there were issues in 
performance as larger data set meant slower 
performance while fetching from existing RDBMS 
database. So the client was having problems 
reaching the necessary data at the right time and 
also the process was taking a much longer time.

Big Data architectural challenges with existing 
system in MS-SQL that could only accommodate 
a limited amount of data i.e. it had limited write 
throughput.  Serving for higher throughputs 
required a complicated design and more server 
resources.
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Aspire recommended a Big Data solution based on 
DynamoDB where the throughput is seamless- configurable 
and tunable for both reads & writes.

Aspire created a NoSQL DynamoDB database for scalability 
and real-time availability.

The required tables for “History” view and “Last Updated 
Vehicles” view for real time information access.

Since it is possible to provision the throughput in DynamoDB, 
Aspire came up with an initial estimated throughput, and 
wrote a script to dynamically manage it during peak vs non-
peak periods based on the access patterns.

Created a NoSQL 

DynamoDB 

database for 

scalability and 

real-time 

availability.
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Scenarios for Search Filtering / Sorting

A.  Filtering and Sorting in Client Browser

User clicks “History” for a particular vehicle in an account

1. Browser requests web service with the inputs mentioned 
below as the post parameters. 

Search inputs: Account ID, VehicleKey_PacketDate

Authentication Input: Sends authentication token 

Http – Basic Authentication (username and password 
encoded in base64)

2. Received unsorted and unfiltered data from the web service 
based on the search criteria. Client browser filters and sorts it.

Search/FilterCriteria Changed:

1. Check if the new criterion falls within the criteria for the 
current data set.

2. If it’s not the same, hit the web service as a new request with 
new search inputs.

3. Else, it filters and sorts the data within current dataset.



B.   Filtering and Sorting in Asp.Net Application

User clicks “History” for a particular vehicle in an account

1. Browser requests application with following inputs: 

Search inputs: Account ID, VehicleKey_PacketDate

Filter conditions: from date, to date, events/updates (more 
could be added in future)

Sort conditions:  time asc (or) time desc (or) state asc (or) state 
desc

2. Application requests web service with Account ID, 
VehicleKey_PacketDate, and saves the results in session.

3. Application filters the data based on filter conditions.

4. Application sorts the data.

5. Return data to the browser.

Search/Filter Criteria Changed:

1. Check the data in session.

2. If it’s not in the dataset, hit the web service as a new request 
with new search inputs.

3. Replace the old data in session with new one.

4. If it’s available in the dataset, just filter and return it to the 
browser.
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C.   Filtering and Sorting in Web Service

User clicks “History” for a particular vehicle in an account

1. Browser requests application with inputs as follows

a. Search inputs: Account ID, VehicleKey _PacketDate

b. Filter conditions: from date, to date, events/updates

c. Sort conditions:  time asc (or) time desc (or) state asc (or) 
state desc

2. Application requests web service with all the inputs, and 
session id.

3. Web service retrieves data from the dynamo db. If data is 
already there in session, it replaces the old data, else it creates 
a new one. (i.e. only the latest search criteria results will be 
maintained in the session for that user.)

4. Web service filters the data based on filter conditions.

5. Web service sorts the data.

6. It sends the sorted, filtered data and also the session id to the 
application.

7. Application stores the session id in the session state and sends 
data to the browser
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Search/Filter Criteria Changed:

1. Application requests web service with new search criteria and 
also with session id.

2. Check the data in session.

3. If it’s not in the dataset, hit Dynamo DB with new search 
inputs.

4. Replace the old data in session with new one.

5. If it’s available in the dataset, just filter the data in session and 
return to the application.

BEFORE & AFTER 
SOLUTION

Data handling: Before the solution, the “History” and “Last 
Updated Views” couldn’t handle a larger date range – only a 
month’s data was available.  After the solution, the date range 
for accessing data was not restricted (though a filter to select a 
specific date range was provided for usability purposes). 
Information could be gathered from historical data as well as 
recent data making the system more efficient. 

Time savings: Before the solution, the time taken for larger 
datasets ran into almost 15 – 20 seconds.  After the solution, 
the time taken got reduced to around 3 – 5 seconds making it 
possible to load greater amount of data in lesser time.

The solution was designed based on the strengths of DynamoDB 
where the right indices are used and right kind of tables were 
created for seamless scalability.  Access patterns – how the writes 
& reads should happen – were managed by playing to the 
strengths of the new design.  This accelerated the data loading 
speed saving time and resources.
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SOLUTION 
HIGHLIGHTS

Re-engineered existing design of tables for DynamoDB which 
were simpler to use and maintain.

Created a script to dynamically manage throughput based on 
access patterns.

Tools: DynamoDB

Platform: AWS, .NET

Languages: C#

RESULTS & ROI

? Time savings – 4x – 5x better performance

Resource savings – around 40%

FUTURE IMPACT The solution will make working with larger data set easier for 
the customers.

Further pages or views where such requirements might arise 
could adapt this solution based on their needs.
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